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Roaches check into Bohn, will they check out?

by Glenn Steinberg
Complaints from residents
about worms slithering from show
er drains and armies of
scurrying cockroaches
occupying Bohn Hall
B athroom s
have
prompted the planning of summer
bathroom renovations and another
visit from exterminators for the
maintenance plagued dormitory,
according to Doug Cooper, Assis
tant Director of Facilities.

Bohn Hall has a reputation
as being one of the more unsani
tary dormitories on campus and is
legend for its collapsing shower
stalls, drainage problems and lack
of basic amenities such as shower
curtains in its communal bath
rooms.
Complaints of residents con
cerning the insects and simple in
vertebrate, ripped shower curtains
and sinks full of dirt and food re
mains were received during the

middle of the semester and acted
upon. Exterminators were sum
moned to the twenty-one year old
building, bathrooms were cleaned
and shower curtains replaced in
response to the complaints, said
Cooper.
Unsanitary conditions, how
ever, continued even after the re
pairs. According to Cooper, re
pairing the bathrooms is simply
not enough. “Repairingit [the bath
rooms] would be just like putting a
band-aid on it; it would just be like
covering it up, not fixing it,” said
Cooper.
The underlyingproblem with
Bohn Hall, said Cooper, lies in the
fact the building was
poorly constructed us
ing substandard mate
rial. At the time, con
struction was done quickly and
cheaply, resulting in prematurelyaged buildings.
Cooper said the college must
replace the old drains, walls and
floors to substantially improve
Bohn's bathrooms. Repairs will
simply not last in the shoddily built
building.

Let the IFC Games Begin
by Glenn Steinberg
T h e
Second Annu
al Inter-Frater
nity Council
(IFC) Games
started on May
12 and will
end on May
17.
IFC is
m ade up of
eight fraterni
ties, all of
whom are par
ticipating in
this y e a r’s
games: Zeta
Beta Tau, Alpha Chi Rho, Delta
Kappa Psi, Delta Chi, Theta Xi,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Tau Phi Beta
and Phi Alpha Psi (Senate).
Since Senate is the returning
champion of the IFC games, one of
their brothers began the games by
carrying the torch around the quads
outside o f the Student Center,
where most of the events will be

held.

t
According to Zeta Beta Tau s
Tom “Pillar” Seadeek, the frater
nities on campus did not feel that
the Greek Games included every
thing in it that it should, so the IFC
Games were created with new and
different events.
Some of the events included
in the IFC Games are the Jello

eatin g contest
(w ho finishes
first), hot-dog
eating contest
(who eats most in
four m inutes),
100-meter dash,
arm -w restling,
quarter keg toss,
home run derby,
g o lf (accuracy
test), football
pass/punt, jave
lin, leap frog and
others,
DeltaKappa Psi's Joe Ellis,
one of the participators and judges
of the Games said “The whole idea
is to promote IFC and to have fra
ternities come out and have a good
time.”
Ellis believes that the games
are competetive, but at the same
time not too serious an atmosphere
is felt because the idea is for every
one to have fun and a good time.

The college will be renovat
ing the bathrooms over the sum
mer at a cost of little
more than $1 million, f&KKjp
said Cooper. Seventeen .
of Bohn's bathrooms
will be renovated. Cooper antici
pates the bathrooms in the B and C
wings of the building to be fin
ished by August.

and the replacement of flimsy fi
berglass shower stalls with sturdi
er stone shower stalls. All fixtures
are also to be replaced, said Coo
per.
Cooper said he originally
recognized the structural shortcom
ings of Bohn Hall when he came
here five years ago. When he was
presented with the photographs on

Collapsing shower stalls; a Bohn Hall trademark
Among the planned renova- this page W ednesday, Cooper
tions, according to Cooper, are the pledged to contact exterminators
replacement of floors and walls right away.
--------------------------------------------------- ------ ------------------------ ------- 1

SGA hires new
attorney at law

!

by Glenn Steinberg

The Student Government
Association’s (SGA’s) search for
a new legal attorney ended on
Tuesday.
The SGA selected Joseph
Mecca as the new attorney be
cause “he best suited our needs,”
said Rich Kunze, Vice President
of the SGA.
The process of looking for
a new attorney started with five
law firms applying. After inter
views with all five firms and after
deliberations with this years ’ and
next y ea rs’ SGA E xecutive
Board, an attorney was chosen
said Kunze.
The job of the legal attor
ney is to provide legal advice on
matters such as higher education
and contracts, anything out o f the

courtroom such as libel and up
to last year, free legal advice to
students. Due to budget restraints, this service did not prove
cost-effective and the free legal
service has been eliminated for
next year. Mecca will just serve
as legal council to SGA next
year said Kunze.
Anronld Shancupp, this
year’s lawyer has been with the
SGA for the past seven years.
Kunze said that he has done an
excellent job as far as legal advice, but since they are revamp
ing the service, they decided to
look into other law firms.
Shancupp is an MS C professor in the department of Law
and Taxation in the School of
Business.
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News from around the

W orld
International

National

Regional

During this past week, a report by six leading
economic institutes predicting that the country’s gross
domestic product will shrink as much as 2% this year,
marking the worst recession since World W ar II and
saddling Germany with high unemployment and its
biggest budget deficit in modem times. In the same
week, the metalworkers’ union went on strike in eastern
Germany, demanding 26% pay increases. Nearly 40,000
of them had walked off the job by the weekend, and
union leaders threatened to call out a total of 350,000 if
employees don't show some flexibility.

U.S. Intelligence is trying to find the beginnings
of an alleged plot to assassinate former President Bush
during his last month visit to Kuwait. Officials in Kuwait
have arrested 16 people including 11 Iraqi nationals, and
have seized high-tech equipment and hundreds of pounds
of explosives. According to the Washington Post, Ku
waiti officials say three attempts were planned, first a
remote-controlled car bomb set to detonate as Bush
arrived in Kuwait City, a second car bom near a theater
where Bush received an honorary doctorate, and last, a
suicide attack by a man wrapped in explosives. Clinton
officials are debating how to retaliate if strong enough
evidence traces the plot back to Baghdad.

On Tuesday, a Federal court ruled that the City
University of New York had violated Dr. Leonard Jeffrie's
right to free speech when it removed him from his
position as chairman o f the black studies program de
partment at CUNY last year when he was charged with
delivering a racial speech. The court left Judge Kenneth
Conboy of Federal District Court in Manhattan to decide
whether Jeffries should be reinstated or not. The jury is
still deliberating on whether or not he should receive any
monetary damages.

In a nationally televised address 11 days after
his strong showing in a national referendum, Yeltsin
declared that those who do not share his aims "should
simply leave," and called for new parliamentary elec
tions by the fall. The President's prediction of a battle
with the parliament over his new draft constitution,
which would do away with the conservative Congress of
People's Deputies, was immediately fulfilled: parlia
mentary leaders introduced their own draft designed to
restrict the power of the President.

In an effort to limit the number of voters turning
out in the election, Khmer Rouge rebels killed more than
20 people in raids on various Cambodian cities and
against units of the 20,000 member U.N. peacekeeping
force. On Monday guerillas seized the airport in Siemreab
and wounded five Indian soldiers in Kampong Cham
province. During a rocket attack in the province of
B mteay Meanchay, a Japanese policeman was killed
and eight Japanese and Dutch peacekeepers were
wounded. These turn of events have increased fears for
the safety of U.N. personnel. Fifty volunteer election
supervisors outside Phnom Penh have left their posts,
adding to doubts that the U.N. force will be able to
supervise the election throughout the countryside.

Hi: 6 5
Lo: 43
Partly cloudy

Thursday

Last Thursday, two murders took place, both by
postal officers. The first took place in Dearborn, Michi
gan, by Larry Jaison who was upset at losing a promotion
to a woman and killed one co-worker and wounded two
others before killing himself. The other murder took
place inDana Point .California, by Mark Richard Hilbum
who returned to the post office from which he had been
fired and killed a letter carrier and wounded a clerk.
Hilbum was arrested at a bar on Saturday morning and is
also suspected of killing his mother, whose body was
found at her home the same day of the post office murder,
and of shooting four other people before he was appre
hended.

Some G.O.P. Senators are threatening a filibus
ter against Clinton's new campaign-finance proposal.
The plan calls for some public financing of campaigns,
and would bar big donors from dodging contribution
limits by funneling funds through apresidential candidate's
political party. The problem is that the proposal is heavy
on concessions to reform-shy Democratic leaders and on
retreats from Clinton's pledge to reduce the maximum
contribution by a political-action committee to acongressional candidate from $5,000 to $1,000.

Cloudy, some sun

Sunny, some clouds

Saturday

Impersonating a subway motorman on Satur
day, 16 year old Keren Thomas took control of the "A”
train and took thousands of passengers on a three hour
tour, a three hour tour. Thomas is being charged as an
adult with reckless endangerment which is a felony that
carries a maximum sentence of seven years, as well as
forgery and criminal impersonation.

In sports news, the New York Yankees have just
split a four game weekend series with the first place
Detroit Tigers. The series left the Yankees just one and
a half games out of first place. The other New York
baseball team, the New York Mets did not fare as well.
They dropped their series with the expansion team, the
Florida Marlins. The series left the Mets eleven and a
half games behind of the first place Philadelphia Phillies.

The Atlantic Division ChampionNew York Knicks
opened their best of seven series agains the Charlotte
Hornets on Sunday beating them at Madison Square
Garden 111-95.

y sunny
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Paul Danefsky is not the Arts and Entertainm ent editor as stated in last week's masthead.

W

no can join The Montclarion?
Any undergraduate student with an interest in any
aspect of journalism or newspaper production.

H

ow do you join?
Come to room 113 in the Student Center Annex and
speak to an editor. Or, if your schedule is tight, call ahead
at 893-5169 to set up an appointment with an editor.
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5/10 A female student
who was working in a computer
lab in Richardson left the room for
a little while and when she re
turned her wallet was stolen from
out of her purse.
5/10 A typewriter was
stolen sometime over a three day
period from Partridge Hall, iltwas
left out in the open for faculty and
students to use.

ously. This was the second Monday that she has seen him.

Damage to Motor Vehicle
4/30 It was reported that
one of the trailers used by a con
tractor had been damaged by lot
30.
5/5 A female found that
someone had spray-painted her car
while it was parked in lot 14 be
tween 3:30 and 9pm.

Theft
4/28 An anonymous let
ter was received by campus police
that detailed the theft of baseball
tickets from the mail room. The
two suspected thieves woik in the
mailroom. The tickets were re
ceived in a dam aged parcel and the
two suspects claim that they
couldn’t locate the owner. The
investigation led to the identifica
tion of the victim who will sign a
complaint in Montclair Municipal
Court.
5/3 A credit card had
been mailed to a resident of Free
man which was never received
though it was reported that some
one had been using the card.
5/4 Four hubcaps were
stolen from a vehicle belonging to
a Freeman resident parked in lot 21
over a two day period.

Assault
5/4 Of
ficers arrived at
Webster Hall and
found a male re
straining a female
on the ground.
The female is a
resident of Web
ster and the male
is a student. They
had a verbal con
frontation and the
male was holding
her down because
she was trying to
assault him. Nei
ther wanted to file
a criminal com
plaint against the
other. The dorm
director advised
the male not to

complled by Kelly J. Schab
Suspicious Activities
4/27 A female Blanton
Hall resident was approached by a
white male while coming out of
the bookstore. He asked her to
become a masseuse for him but
when she asked him for forms of
identification, he only gave her his
phone number. She thought that
this was suspicious and reported it
to the police.
4/30 The remains of two
animals were found in a circle of
rocks. Scratched in large rocks
were the words: “ I kill cops daugh
ters,” and “Keep the past in the
past.” The incident is still being
investigated for the possibility of
cruelty to animals, ritual acts and
hazing.
5/10
A female Bohn
Hall resident saw a white male
with red curly hair sitting on the
fioorin one of the aisles of Sprague
Library. When she came close to
him, he began masturbating vigor-
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return.
Harassment
5/7 A resident of Blan
ton Hall complained that she re
ceived a threatening phone call.
The caller threatened to hurt her
and damage her car. Her car was
secured in a faculty parkinglot and
she was escorted to and from her
car by campus police officers.
Attempted Theft of a Mo
tor Vehicle
5/8 A male resident of
Blanton found that someone at
tempted to steal his Pontiac Fire
bird. There was damage done to
the steering column, and the stereo
and radar detector were stolen.
5/11
At 3:30a.m., an
officer patrolling lot 28 observed

two males exiting a parked car and
entering another. Another male
was laying across the seats in the
parked car. This led to the arrests
of three individuals, Michael Ma
lone, Jon Jensen and Dwane
Johnson, all non-students. They
had been visiting a female resident
of the Clove Road Apartments.
They were all charged with the
attempted theft of a motor vehicle
and conspiracy to steal that vehi
cle.
Careless Driving
5/10 An officer reported
that a member of the faculty was
driving in a careless manner from
lot 17 onto College Ave. passing
the “ Do Not Enter” signs. A
summons will be issued.
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Yogi's, one of the largest raquetball facilities in the New Jersey Area,
has expanded!
We've added a complete Free Weight Center, a premier Aerobic
Studio offering daily exercise classes for men and women, and a new
and larger selection of the latest in Exercise Bikes, Treadmills, Step
and Rowing Machines!

For Students Only
$25 for 30 days!
• No long-term Commitment!
• Unrestricted use of the facilities every day of the week!
(Open til 11:00 p.m. weekdays - 9:00 p.m. weekends)
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THE COLLEGE STORE WANTS TO GIVI YOU:

Official Details

1.) Free book promotion lasts May l 3 to 25,1993,2.) Promotion open to all current
students, faculty and staff, 3.} Employees of
The College Store ARE NOT eligible, 4,) You will receive one ticket per book sold while supplies last, 5.) No individual may receive
more than one prize, 6.) A valid M.S.C. ID and current class schedule is required to claim prize. Book scholarship is for Summer 93 or
Fall 93 courses only! 7.) Prizes must be claimed by October 1,1993, 8.) No cash will be given. Prizes are not transferable. No substitu
tions of prizes and no cash redemption will be allowed, 9.) The College Store reserves the right to rescind offer at any time,

Prophet, Latest Amy Fisher Victim?
"Welcome, loyal readers, to this very special
RpPHET BIGG! As a treat for you, in this last installment of this
on qvef a years worth of hyped-up “news” about the teen tragedy
year, I give you Amy Fisher: The Musical. The “mdc
is pla^fcg now at the off, off Broadway Wings Theat
t we found simply hilarious.
we w eS given a program and a "Test Ypur Amy
»f Sachs, were nice enough to send me two complimentary
Theip-eators of the show, Bill WhSelerJ
the show...
tickets tothe show andg|llowed me to ask questions
ou develop a musical from this?
PropfiefcsArfc you ^yll^aHiMagAmsLEi^ier fans
Bill ^ l l e r / N a if¡sort of developed from Vulga
i&ss Review (Which was performed bMore Amy Fisher) which
songs about current events. And at tih§Jjme,Jhe Arpy Fishef stbijy/was reaJgfiot. So,il wrote a story about
is a bunch of la tc h e s
4 up wit$ A n ÿ FishermThe M usical
it, a sketch, y(^JnoW. ^
p. So, w h eÄ ilt^ 5 p d a ch |d
'
*isicétl ” what did you dcj,?
BW. W e l l X ^ ^
m m.
P. And the| y g p ||id ,
M ÉmÈ ,
5 H • m > « VV-SHT r \ v- W )
*
mmmm
ntettcing it was getting so ridiculous. Everyday, the
Patrick J. Kini
as just MxpJjjietic! that||i:wain ’t f e|f any more.Tt was
whole summer, S>He
o\
ow >iit
w asmU'."
coiM
r....~ su
—. cn pi obsession.
- - - j5®
just a big jokeland it fit pc
.V.
'
more and more material! Qa^
Ellen McQueeriey (Amy Fish
-A ' ,8
material?
P. So, has the show gotten longer as a resufl
Cast. Yes.
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PROPHET continued
P. I noticed at the end that
there was a Joey in jail reference.
BVV. Well, w e’re still beliind a little right now. Like, we
haven’t touched the other women
who are coming forward to claim
they slept with Joe, which seems to
be every woman on the East Coast,
(laughter) And there’s otherthings
like Amy sleeping with some judge.
EMc. Amy dancing with a
bra on her bed.
P. I saw that in the “Test
Your Amy Fisher I.Q.” test. What
made you put a test in there in the
first place?
BW. The I.Q. test came
out in a paper because May the
19th is the one year anniversary of
the shooting and since its been a
year and there’s so many details in
the show, I just wanted to, sort of,
refresh everyone’s memory about
everything that happened.
P. Has anyone involved seen
the show?
BW . W ell, a guy w ho
claimed to be Am y’s cousin, who
was obviously from Long Island,
named Something Fisher. He re
ally liked it. He laughed a lot. The
people who did the comic book
have been here. Eric Naiburg
and Marvin Comberg (the bUrg

with a friend from North Carolina.
When we came home it was on my
machine. We were laughing hys
terically. So I said, “I have to do
it.” (laughter)
P. Were the rest of you like,
“Oh, can I play this? Can I play that
part?”
BW. Basically, they were
just cast. There were
no real auditions. I
know so many
people that it
w as ju s t a

show was like aDennis Miller joke
played out live in front of your
very eyes, (laughter)
BW. W e’ve been trying to
get Dave Letterman to come see it
because he’s such a big Joey fan,
but we’ll have to send him a video
because he doesn’t go out any
where.
P. Any final words?
C a ra C o n n o rs (M aria,
Amy’s friend) It’s the good time,
date play of the year! (laughter)
Well, as always, I encourage
you to see live theatre as often as
you are able. And once again Play
ers comes to your rescue with two
one-act comedies being performed
next week on tuesday at eight
o'clock.
The plays are The Man Who
Died and Went To Heaven by John
O 'B rien, d irected by Stacey
Feszchak and Self Torture and
Strenuous Exercise by Harry
Kondoleor, directed by Elliot
Souder.
Featured in Man are Josh
Gartenberg, Andrea Caskey, Ari
Greenberg, Brooks Van Saint, Tara
Morlando and Madelyn Conocer.
Featured in Exercise are
Kevin Flynn, Garry Doxy, Judith
Leporati and Andrea Spra
g gue.
I highly recomend
that you take a little final
breather and check out
these funny shows.
And finally some Prophet
notes. To the S quid and the
gang,peace. To Andrea N., I love
ya madly! And to all of you, its
been a blast. Enjoy your summer
affil be safe. See ya in the f a ll !

WPll/SlCRuJ

Buttafuoco’s lawyer) know
about it and Naiberg said,
“I hope to hell it’s a com
edy,” and Comberg said, “Every
one’s cashing in on this,” and he
should know.
P. What did you feel when
they said, “Y ou’re gonna play
Amy?”
EMc. Well, it’s the part, you
know. It’s Amy Fisher.
P. Were you like, “Yeah,
okay. I’ll play Amy Fisher.”
EMc. Well, I don ’t know if I
should tell the whole story...
Cast. Tell him!
EMc. Well, there was some
one else playing the role in January
and she, on a moment’s notice,
bagged out on us. So, the night
before, they needed someone to
fill in. They asked me if I would do
it and I hadn’t seen the show at all.
So, I learned the part in eight hours.
P. How did you feel when
you were asked to play Joey?
Don Buff. I was excited and
waited to do it. Playing the villain
is fun.
P. What about when they
asked you to play Mary Jo?
Diane DiNonno. I found out
the week before the show was sup
posed to open when I came home

matter of calling and saying, “Do
you want to do this?”
P. What has been the reac
tion from the audiences?
Cast. Laughter:
BW. A lot o f people from
Long Island come, with all their
hair, (laughter)
P. Have you guys heard any
reaction from Amy Fisher about
this?
BW. How could she not
know about it? (laughter)
P. Are you packing the house
or is it a sparse crowd?
BW. Well, when
were
performing only on Fridays at
11:30, we had to bring extra chairs.
When we transferred to 8:00 we
had to start building our audience
all over again.
P. Is all the world-wide rec
ognition and coverageofyourshow
helping you individual careers?
C ast. No. (laughter)
DD. I got recognized on the
subway! (laughter)
P. Well, its got to start some
where. I was saying to my charm
ing companion, Tara, how this

sydnication. 1wonder just how
trig the following will be as the
years tick by. Lucille Ball be
came even mote legendary as
the original I Love Lucy was
sydnicated. Likewise for The

__ r
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Honeymooners, The Tonight
Show (specifically the Best Of
Ü W Ö 'E L
May 20, 1993 marks the
last episode of Cheers, and while
I ’m not sad it’s going, I ’m not too
pleased, either. Cheers has been a
mainstay in NBC’s lineup for the
past decade, and when a show
that’s this successful goes o ff the
air, it leaves a big gap to fill. Not
only do the powers that be at NBC
have to find a show to fill the
timeslot, but they also have to
worry about plugging the cavity
with a complete and total bomb,
like a television version of Ishtar.
All in all, there is still life in
Cheers, even after the taps run
dry. Good shows with a long run
behind them can look forward to
ahappylifeinsydnication. That’s
how Cheers will be reborn, and
have an even stronger following
than now. When M*A*S*H was
on CBS, I rarely watched it. Then
again, some o f the shows were a
little over my head back then.
After the two-hour finale, I began
watching it on Channel 5 when I
had nothing else better to do (like
homework), and that’s when I re
ally began to get into it. Now, I
attempt to watch it whenever I
can,butif Istopby my girlfriend’s
house after work, I have to fight
for which show to watch. She’s a
. .
_ f
'
f.
X
big Cheers fan.
S o, now Cheers is in

SHARON

series), and lest we forget the
king of sydnication, Star Trek.
Trekkies flock conventions wear
ing pointy ears, Starfleet uniforms,
and doing the Vulcan hand salute.
I suppose huge fans of Ralph
Kramden would wear Raccoon
Lodge hats, but can you imagine a
roomful of people wearing Kamac
The Magnificent turbans or red
hair and penciled eyebrows a la
Lucy?
I’m going off on a tangent
here. My point, plain and simple, is
that Cheers has a permanent shelf
in the Great Television Library,
along with many other notables,
not just those mentioned above. I
never really got into it, but like
M*A*S*H, I have plenty of time to
catch up. I ’m guesstimating here,
but i f you figure that Cheers has
been on 11 years, multiplied by 26
episodes a season, you come up
with 286 episodes. Bust out with
the videotape, because some VCRs
have a lot of mileage ahead of
them.
With that, I conclude this
semester’s editions of Couch Po
tato Update. For those who are
interested, I'm in the home stretch,
with only about a year left at MSC,
which will be a sad day for some,
and a cause of celebration for oth
ers. Weil, you’re not getting rid of
m e that easily? Ftt be back!

WILLIAM
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it:

YOU LIKE TO WATCH DON’T YOU
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NORML will be having a Regional Meeting on Saturday, May 15 at Noon in the
Student Center Cafeterias B&C.

SLIVER

All are Welcome.

Paramount Pictures pm«, .Robert Evans,»«« Sharon Slone Wiliam Baldwin Tom Berenger SLIVER Martin Landau
JTilloward Shore ^ T i m Sexton ^ W illiam J. Macdonald "R ichard Franris-Bruce TiSlPaul Svlbert
Ira Levin " ^ tjo e Eszterhas '"'"¿Robert Evans
Vllmos Zsigmond, u t
Howard W. Koch. Jr. a Joe Esztcrhas

Speaker: John Pease - NJ NORML PRESIDENT
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Brought to you periodically by APPETITE COTTER

I never did like coming up with headlines. So there.
Listen and dig. You can tell
the end is near. The end of the
Spring semester swarms around
yourfeeble headlike somany gnats
festering in a pool of stale rainwa
ter. The pounding heat, the inevi
table sweat that drenches your fore
head, weighs your body down like
a slab of molten lava thrown from
the center of the earth.
Wow.
Listen and dig. Many of our
fellow urchins will be passing
across the abyss, leaving behind
this mountain of mystery nestled
between Clifton, Little Falls and
Montclair. They will be entering
the netherworld, a place liberated
of term papers, oral reports, and
final exams. It is a gallery of
oddities out there, where drooling
beady eyed vegetables stare hope
lessly into your eyes, sucking the
marrow from your bones while all
the while smiling, ever smiling, at
the events chronicled on the
evening news.
Stay with me here.
Listen and dig. The rest of
us are committed to return. Our
annual August pilgrimage will oc
cur and we will once again engage
in the rituals of ed-u-ma-ka-sion.
Our tanned bodies will fade to a
green pallor, as the florescent lights

of Mallory bum the landscape
of our textbooks, knowing fall
well that in a semester or two,
we'll be standing over the
abyss, wondering at which
angle we should hurl our bod
ies such that we avoid the
jagged rocks below.
But a nagging question
remains. (With apologies to
T.S. Elliot, Ross Peterson,
P atrick M cG illow ay and
EMF). Are you going to go
quietly and obediently into
the abyss? Are you going to
allow yourself to be so over
whelmed at the notion of
graduation that you'll leave the
cement lined walkways of MSC
with nary a “so long, its been a real
kick in the head?” I mean, how
exactly are you going to go out?
Does the world end with a
bang or a whimper?

Bang.
Boom.
Crash.

The world knows you’re
coming. So let's behave accord
ingly shall we?
Paint your face. No, better
yet, paint your entire body one
color. Red or green or something.
Go into your Mother’s closet Grab
the smallest pair o f pantyhose you
can find and pull them over your
face. Cut a small hole to breathe
through and twirl the top into a
pom-pom. Put on a pair of combat
boots and nothing else. Ohandget
a couple o f Cabbage Patch dolls or
something. Name them Harriet
and Ray. You're almost ready jo
go. Lode at yourself in the minor.

You are red, naked and ex
pressionless. Life is good.
Get onto campus. The
moment you step foot into
the Student Center cafete
ria, make the following an
nouncement...
"GREETINGS AND
SALUTATIONS! I am
Harvey! I am graduating!
These are my friends, Harriet
and Ray. The elephants fly
by night. There are no loaf
ers in the House of Toast.
According to the Law of
Conservation o f Matter and
Energy, there is no more
matter in the universe now than
there was 10 billion years ago.
THIS GIVES ME DISCOMFORT.
I will now chew on Harriet's
head...”
Climb onto the nearest table
andshove Harriet's head down your
throat. Make certain there's a ter
rible amount of saliva and bodily
fluids spewing from your mouth
during this procedure. In the midst
of this, swing Ray over your head
like a helicopter and sing the fol
lowing praises:
“RAY RAY RAY! You've
got a nice name RAY. It kind've
rolls off the tongue doesn't it RAY?
But you don't need a tongue to say

I'm going to be going to sum
mer school so I can graduate after four
years like normal people do.

Just give me a cool buzz and tasty
waves and I'm set for the summer.
Iggy Torres
Junior
Recreation and Leisure

Lisandra Santiago
Freshman .
mm»
Biochemistry

it do you RAY? RAYRAYRAY.”
This might be difficult with
Harriet in your mouth, but that's no
reason not to try...
The next step is to run man,
run like an rabid animal across the
room and into the kitchen and
french kiss every single worker in
there. Make it passionate, even if
they resist. Moan and belch and
make hideous noises with your
armpits.
When the Campus Police
arriv e, gaze at them w ith
unabandoned astonishment that
they'd even consider arresting you.
Pretend that you are unaware of
the fact that you’re red and naked
withyourmother’spantyhoseover
your head. How you justify your
self in court is an entirely different
matter. Hopefully, by then you’ll
have become a wealthy industrial
ist who can hire high profile attor
neys. If you majored in English or
History or something and don't
have a job by the time the incident
goes to trial, well, do your time
quietly. 18 months isn't forever
you know...
Make sure your 4, 5 or 6
years at Camp Montclair were all
that and a bag o f chips. If not, the
days are numbered my fellow ur
chins. Dig that. Happy G-Day.

Spending some time at the shore,
visiting the islands, and partying with
my sisters of AIX!!
Going down the shore, having
fan, and looking for a job.
Sheryl Schwecke
Senior
Psychology

Renee Piccirillo
Senior
English
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e welcome you all to brotherhood!

N icole F esta
C had Smith
A ndrea I ngenito
Susan T arpey
J immy P edraza
C assandra W etzel
D avid Silva
A

SAD GOODBYE

THE GRADUATING SENIORS

A lpha Kappa P sl
TRULY MISSED!
H eather A brams
J imK illeen
L ynn Brown
A ngela M cK inney
A my C hiovari
L isaM essina
M imi C hoon
C hrisM utone
K ara C orlett
A ndrea N emeth
J ennifer D orn
M artin P ost
K evin D unne
P atty R auschmayer
C aswell E wan
T ejal U padhyay
F rayanda G lover
L ori W akefield
G erard G omez
L aura W all
G onzalez
Beverly P aris

|

• C ongratulations to C aswell E wan, recipient of the T rue Blue and Bronze
A ward. Y our fraternity spirit and dedication is greatly appreciated!
• C ongratulations to H eather A brams on receiving the K ey A ward. You are
outstanding brother!
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Coral reefs in peril:
who is to blame?
by Anne Caldlero
Their colors reflect an un
derwater rainbow. Corals mas
siveness create mountains that at a
glance appear to be rocks, trees
and grasses blowing in the wind.
After evolving over thousands of
years, these ancient calcified skel
etons have now become endan
gered. Biologists are debating the
extent of global damage and are
unsure of the coral reefs greatest
enemy.
Coral reefs comprise a large
ecosystem which house many ma
rine creatures such as fish, mollusks, sea anemones and octopus
es. Their biological diversity com
pares with that of rainforests. Any
major threat to them could cause
an ecological tragedy.
A major asset of the corals is
toxic warfare. In a constant com
petition for space, some corals en
gulf their rivals and by using spe
cialized digestive juices, rid them
of their competitors. Others grow
tentacles which have the ability to
sting their neighbors. These toxins
have the promise of becoming pos
sible treatments for major human
diseases such as cancer and AIDS.
Many scientists feel this hope
could be shattered by the same

animals it would save. Human
assaults like global wanning, over
fishing and pollution are probable
causes. Others propose that hu
man destruction is minimal com
pared to natural forces in nature
like lack of sunlight due to rising
water levels and hurricanes.
Scientists generally agree
that human activity is putting stress
on some reefs. Determining the
extent of the damage to this fragile
ecosystem will be difficult because
few have looked at reefs all over
the world to compare the damage
and individual stressors.
Recently, corals have been
turning white and dying. Corals
are nourished and colored by car
bon compounds produced by al
gae. This algae dies when water
temperatures rise, possibly, be
cause of global warming. The over
fishing of natural predators for the
destructive crown-of-thoms star
fish is also a probable cause.
Coral reefs, the most ancient
and fragile of animals have sur
vived many catastrophes through
out time. But, if they are forced to
live with continuous serious stres
sors, the beauty of the coral reefs
may die forever.

Digable swimmable oceans?
by Lynn Landano
A dip in the ocean
sounds good right about
now with the end of the
semester and finals upon
us. But if we continue
to neglect and abuse our
oceans and beaches as
we have in the past, this
image may not remain a
reality.
In 1991 alone, the
International Coastal
Cleanup collected 3.7
million pounds of gar
bage along the world’s
beaches. One of the
most common forms of
debris found is plastic.
The Center for Marine
Conservation collected
over 34,000 six pack
holders found in their
1991 cleanup alone. This is only a portion of the
garbage found on the beaches and in the oceans every
year.
Combine this with organizations and corpora
tions that dump waste in the oceans (approximately
41,000-57,000 tons of toxic organic chemicals and
68,000 tons of toxic metals, according to the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency). It adds up to one
huge problem.
New Jersey alone lost an estimated $1 billion
dollars in 1988 from beach closures. The Washing
ton State department of fisheries estimated $3 mil
lion is lost annually on pollution related restrictions
on fishing. This is to say nothing of the many marine
animals that die annually from the filth that human

beings are dumping in their homes.
This year is the 20th anniversary of the Clean
Water Act. The goals of that act, to make all the
waters in the United States “fishable and swimma
ble”, are still a long way off.
Also in 1993, the Magnuson Fisheries Con
servation and Management Act, the Marine M am
mal Protection Act and the Endangered Species Act
are up for reauthorization. For nearly 20 years, these
laws provided the foundation for ocean protection in
the U.S. The present administration has a unique
opportunity to positively influence these reauthori
zations by revitalizing the conservation principles of
these laws. Let your Representative and your Pres
ident know you want to preserve the beaches and the
ocean. Write a letter.

From sludge to crystal clear
water

I

by John Kodjak

* 9

E d ito r ’s N o te
by Dawn Kelly
I would like to thank everyone who participated in making
this page a possibility this semester. Earihwatch did not become
a doomsday affirmation but rather an attempt to discuss openly
current environmental issues. The positive response I ’ve rehave environmental problems as well as an incentive to do
something about them.
. _
I would also like to send a word of thanks to Alpha Omega
who participated in Campus Cleanup. Andmy apologies are sent
to Susan Peykar, a Fine Arts major, whose permission was not
received before herEarthday logo was printed on this page. I did
not mean to act unethically, only to print a logo I felt was w ell,
deserving.
The summer is upon us and Earihwatch has seen its last
page thissemesterbut remember Earthwatchis something to live,

Sot just to read. A s you will be relieved of sfress this swnmor, do
the same for your environment. Have a safe summer and don t

forget to

Imagine a world with crystal
clear rivers and oceans smelling
clean, fresh and teaming with fish
and other life. This fantasy may
soon become a reality as research
ers find new ways of treating sew
age. The present system barely
alters the sludge before it’s dumped
into our rivers and oceans. The
result is foul-smelling rivers with
out fish and oceans that are a health
hazard. But there is hope for
change.
The key is using biological
methods instead of the steel and
concrete structures that are so prev-

alent today. In Arcada, California,
Monterey, Virginia and many oth
er places in the United States, bio
logical waste management systems
are successfully being used. These
systems take longer to process the
sludge, but the result far outweighs
the added time. The result is in
about ten days black stinking sew
age comes out as crystal clear wa
ter. Untreated waste is passed
through asequence ofmarshes each
with its own job in decomposing
the sludge. Microorganisms liv
ing in the marshes feed on waste.
These tiny creatures are the power-

house behind the whole process.
In addition to sludge, microorgan
isms have also been found effec
tive in detoxifying hazardous in
dustrial waste as well, although
further research needs to be done.
Besides microorganisms, the
marshes are a home for a variety of
birds, fish and other creatures—all
needed for the marsh to survive.
Biological waste management sys
tems do not only benefit rivers and
oceans, but also they provide a
habitat for many species of wild
life. These systems are a dream
that is rapidly becoming a reality.

Scientific warning, warning,
warning...
by Dawn Kelly
The Scientific Community
has issued a “World Scientist’s
W arning to Hum anity.” The
“Warning” is an appeal to people
of all nations to “take immediate

action to halt the accelerating dam
age threatening humanity’s life
support systems.” The 1575 scien
tists from 649 countries are urging
we work towards sustainability,

particularly in the areas of energy,
transportation, international secu
rity and agriculture. Among these
concerned scientists were 99 of the
196 living winners of the Nobel
prize in science.
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• Learn to nod intelligently during
those peskly interviews
• Learn to interpret your hastily
written handwriting
• Learn to skirt the libel laws to
annoy enemies while avoiding
lawsuits
• much more
Clip and re tu rn to rm 113

□ Y es, indeed! I do want to become
a reporter for the Award-winning
Montclarion.
In fact, here's my phone number.
Please let me know when The
Montclarion training sessions w ill
begin next fall!
phone #
|

| Please cancel my subscription to The Montclarion

J
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Farewell to our dearly departing
Karen Lee “Who should replace Jay Leno” Stradford, Campus Life Editor
Tanya “Pocohantas” Nielsen, Copy Editor
A happy reshuffling to:
Kevin “Sein Fein” Colligan, Editor-in-chief to Editorial Page Editor
Keith “Keef-o-rama” Idee, Sports Editor
George “Dog Days” Calle, Managing Editor to Editor-in-chief
Amy “the Yam Eater” Fost, Production Editor to Managing
Kelly “the Schabster” Schab, News Editor to Arts 4? Entertainm ent Editor
Kevin “Never Critize Prophet Jumbo” Schwoebel,
Asst. A&E Editor to a position yet to be formally announced
i

*1

Christina “the finest damned editorial editor we’ve ever had” Tischio, Editorial Page
Editor to w hatever the hell she damn well pleases
Sam “Get a Piece ” Rock, Copy Editor
Welcome back to:

Greg “Where be da keg” MacSweeney, Assignments Editor
Glenn “Don’t call me Glennifer” Steinberg, News Editor
Raul “the Weiner King” Rivera, Photo Editor

Chris “w it da shoes” Weber, Campus Life Editor
Gordon “can make explosives out of old shoelaces” Patterson, Production Editor

s>y&T?'

EDITORIAL
113

S tudent C enter A n n ex
T el.

893-5169

E xecutive B oard
K evin C olligan .................................E ditor- in - chief
G eorge C alle ...............................M anaging E ditor

E ditorial B oard
K elly S chab & G lenn S teinberg..... N ews E ditors
C h r istin a T is c h io ..................... E ditorial E ditor
K eith I d e c ........................................... S ports E ditor
K aren L ee S tradford............ C ampus L ife E ditor
A my F ost ..................................... P roduction E ditor
E ditor
R a ul
R iv e r a .............................P hoto
D awn K elly ............................Earth W atch E ditor
K evin S chwoebel.....................A sst. A & E E ditor
S amuel R ock ...C ampus L ife A ssignments E ditor
T anya N ie l s e n ...... . .............................C opy E ditor

I llustrators
J ason A lders
R achel B ellaff
A ngel R ay S outo

A dvertising M anager
C onshella C ole - 893-5237
F aculty A dvisor
P rofessor R on H ollander

The Montclarion is published weekly, except during
examination, summer and winter sessions. It is
funded, in part, by student fees distributed through
the Student Government Association, Inc. o f
M ontclair State. The views expressed in the
commentary section, with the exception of the main
editorial, do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
The Montclarion.
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Project Bohn under Construction
When a campus like MSC sets out to achieve a goal, their haphazard ways of attaining status
may cause one to wonder where the leaders of this institutions mind’s are.
With new atriums being built to decorate the new, (yet, well needed) library, the wonderfully
new donut hole for Campus police, and of course the well used Access Road, with these
responsible editions to our college, why are six hundred students living in a skyrise tenement
called Bohn?
Cockroaches reign there, admist tom shower curtains, confirmed worgis crawling throughout
bathrooms, and wasted, rotted food clogging sinks. This has been going on for many years ,
continuing in what was thought of as an endless cycle of disintegration.
Until yesterday.
Upon hearing this suiprising news, Doug Cooper, Assistant Director of facilities, will contract an
exterminator right away.
Yep, we understand. Make room in the bed for our friendly creepy crawlers known to carry vice.
Nothing is going to be done.
He continues to enlighten us with a point that had gone unnoticed. “The buildings are made
cheaply, repairing won’t do them much good”, and that, “repairing the bathrooms, would be like
putting a band-aid on it, not fixing it.”
With this information, the only solution seems to point to a bulldozer. Perhaps we could borrow
one tilling the ground to make room for the new gardens?
Alas though, fellow oppressed, a band-Aid will have to do. Over the summer, the renovation of
Bohn will begin. The showers will turn to stone, with added fixtures, but as of yet, no word on
any permanent riddance of the insect population.
The B and C wing bathrooms, under a one million budget, will be done by August.
As experienced students, we know what that means. Move over A, the rest of the dorm needs to
shower.
The Bohn Projects could use a little paint too. And how about a little soap and water in those
hallways? If chewing gum was recyclable, you could set up shop just on the ceilings, not to
mention those fuzzy little comers filled with unrecognizable entities in each room.
Perhaps with a litde bit more care to where State and Student money goes, Bohn would be filled
with people and not empty rooms. Perhaps, with a little planning, dorm life could be more
enticing, like electricity fixed in the afternoon, not in the middle of the night, disconnecting all
alarms. All this and more could be accomplished if we could just find out where the heads of our
administration are.
Any volunteers?

Q u o t e o f t h e W e e k by

44

The whole idea is to promote IFC and to have
Fraternities come out and have a good time Joe
Ellis pg. 1

55

Leiter..

Hold your Breath fo r Clinton
My family was beaming and huddled
around the TV set. President Clinton’s
appetent face occupied the screen. Poignant
words sailed through his glistening teeth
and echoed throughout the room. “Immedi
ate action is being taken to restore the envi
ronment, the homeless are being housed,
jobs will now open for the
unemployed, healthcare will
be made available to those in
need, our nation’s hungry will
be fed, and everyone will be
given an equal chance at ob
taining an education.” My
eyes lit up, my heart sped, my
family hit the floor. Stepping
over my dumbfounded father,
I peered out the window. The
sun was shining and the earth
was emitting a healthy glow. A wave of
optimism filled the air. Smiling, I awakened
from my dream.
When I think about the present condi
tion of America, what we ’ve become, I can’t
withstand the feelingofdispiritedness. Noth
ing is improving or so it seems. I am truly
concerned with the welfare of present gen
erations and those to come. It appears we, as
a nation, need to give our government a
crash course in life support mechanisms.
Let’s stop and think aboutsome simple
strategies towards transformation. Firstly,
we can reinforce some positive thoughts
about our country for a change. Remember
our founding theme...Life, Liberty and the
Pursuit of Happiness? Secondly, we need to
empower each individual by giving them an
equal voice in our democracy. Individuals

will be more inept to working together if
they are taken care of evenhandedly. This
means getting homeless off the streets, get
ting food into the stomachs o f the hungry,
providing jo b s for the unem ployed,
healthcare for the sick and elderly, and most
of all giving the tenants of this planet a safe

We are all victims, but
we can help each other
become survivors.

Iron Heel

and stable environment in which to live.
What it really comes down to is getting our
government leaders to channel their energy
into developing a successful life support
system for our country. You can’t expect to
tell a sick, hungry, homeless, unemployed,
uneducated individual to work in a group
effort with healthy, well-fed, housed, em
ployed, and educated individuals. It is es
sential that we take care of the immediate
needs of our society before change can come.
In dealing with such an immensely diverse
society, we should expect aberrations. But I
believe our collateral worries - crime, drugs,
violence, and so on will greatly decrease
when a feeling of equality is established
between individuals.
So am I pointing fingers? Not neces
sarily. If you recall, we live in a democracy.

Darla Bruno

rlB

Hh. ai
column is, you pug? We have genius trim
ming her split ends, a million smoke breaks,
and finally, out of forty plus legislators by
eight o'clock, only fifteen are left.
Ah, the allegiance.
Sitting there, I could feel my tempera
ture rise realizing the full depth of idiocy we,

To the editor,
Recently, I have become aware that
our new library is not accessible to the
handicapped. Despite the millions of dollars
spent, there is still no ramp for those in
wheelchairs. There are plans to construct a
concrete ramp on the side of the stairs, but to
date, (tow semesters after the library’s re
opening) this has not been executed. The
area for the proposed ramp is still littered
with concrete rubble, with no evidence of
any attempted excavation. (The last time I
checked wheelchairs didn’t come in off
road models.)
A simple wooden ramp could easily
be built at little expense to temporarily sub
stitute for the promised permanent ramp.
I am appalled at this overt violation of
the Civil Disabilities Act, which states that
all newly constructed buildings must be
handicapped accessible. The lack of regard
shown for our small, yet present, handi
capped minority is very disconcerting. I
hope that this situation will soon be rem
edied so as not to shame our supposed “equal
opportunity” institution.
Very Sincerely,
Pericles John Lantz II

•rii-

The urination of the monster spills

By Christina Tischio

This is a rare moment for the Editor of
the Editorial page to get to speak her own
mind. I have sat here, listening to the fools of
this campus complain about the trivial. "Oh,
my personals never get in..Come on guys
let's all get along.." Please, people. You are
sheep. Why don't you stop trying to woik
things out and hate each other? I hate alot of
people and it feels awfully good. Like
nice juicy sex, you dry uneventful
idiots. You are all disintegrated igno
ramuses. Ha.
Once upon a time, life needed
order. The idiots above created poli
tics, government. It wasn’t me, I would
have been the one creating the stakes
to pin you to. And it was thought to be
good. Never, never is mass thought
good. Individualism will reign.
Out of this muck filled mon
ster came urination, as all monsters
must do, and that was named SGA.
Needing to attend our recentf
Montclarion) budget meeting as well
as appropriation to ask for two Mac
computers and a fax machine, I got to
realize the full amount of ludicrousy
running my school.
In this comer, we have one
idiot passing little fun notes while
clubs come up to speak. In the other,
we have imbecile number two com
plaining that during a personal col
umn the author got a little too per
sonal. What the hell do you think a

The government and the people alike need
to step into the boat and start rowing in
synchronicity. If we stop long enough to ask
whose fault it is that there are homeless,
hungry, and sick not getting the proper care,
then we’ve wasted too much time already.
We have got to stop saying it’s not my
business, stop the excuses, and stop blam
ing the victim. We are all victims, but we
can all help each other be survivors.
We need to help our leaders priori
tize our country’s responsibilities. We need
to face up to our mistakes. W e’ve become
so desensitized to the pain and suffering of
our neighbors. We step over the countless
humans lying homeless on the streets and
shake our heads when we hear about thou
sands being laid off from their jobs. L et’s
stop living in an anti-human society and
ultimately stop the holocaust that’s going on
right before our eyes. Let’s recall the found
ing truths of our democracy as expounded
by Thomas Jefferson. Because now is the
time to rethink the foundations our country
was built on, recount the writings of our
original leaders, and touch the soul of our
forefathers.

Letter..
Sprague
violates
handicapped

as the Montclarion,would have to endure.
The sheep have to ask if they can ask a
question. Yes, I realize this is policy. But it
is also stupid and you look ridiculous." Ah,
excuse me, point of order.." Merely apopular grazing pasture created for sheep. Oh, if
I could only attain that status, I too, could

'change things'.
Change things!! Does the SGA really
think they make things happen? How many
of you abstained, belittled into small brained
sheep? Make a choice, stand up. Or is it
getting to difficult to figure out what your
neighbor thinks?
Conditions for not giving us our com
puters were justified with comments like,
"Undeserving ..incompatible." You have no
life. Do you realize, basing decisions by
personal opinion is against the law? We can
sue your ass (don't think were not trying)
and with any luck we will. In answer to your
trite criticism, "Don't take this personally",
of course I do, you mud sliding protozoa. I
give everything here. But being a lowly,
insignificant legislator, how would you
know? Your ignorance is not forgiven.
To those who listened, and heard us, I
would like to say a sincere thank you. I
remember who you are and I, personally, am
grateful. The SGA is a scummy place to
wallow through, and the fact that we were
heard by some was more than appreciated.
As far as those who voted no, I re
member you to. But to me , you are wrong,
you always will be wrong, and as far as I
judge, you are nothing .
To those who abstained, I also re
member you. Every fucking one of you. To
me you are lower than fools, you are wimps,
you are spineless idiots unable to reach a
state of decision. I have no respect for you,
ever. I would rather hear no, than realize the
blatant depth of yourincompetence. You are
the recipient of all my hate and may you rot
in your ignorance.
By the way Inverso, yes, I can say
this..It's an editorial. That's what it’s here
for. Get it........yet?
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ACROSS
1
5
9
13
14
15
16
17
19
21
22
25
26
29
33
35
36
37
38
41
42
43
49

Stock exchange
membership
Famous stadium
fa c to
R e lu c ta n t
------ or woe
Old TV show
(2 w d s.)
Go fis h in g
Uproot
In d ia n co a sta l
re g i on
Big ------ (German
cannon)
Food a d d itiv e
Put ------ to
(s to p )
Wood s o rre ls
Ocean phenomena
(2 wds. )
Shapi ng machi ne
Coop up
Gold rush name
Old Guy W illia m s
TV s e rie s
P r e t e r it (2 w d s .)
Got up
Play p a rt (2 wds.)
Dr. R obert H a rt
le y , fo r one
C all to th e hounds

52 C on fe ssio n, con
t r i t i o n , e tc .
53 C ousteau's m ilie u
(2 w d s .)
56 Steel m i ll products
(2 wds.)
57 I n f lu e n t ia l group
58 B ro n te 's "J a n e ------"
59 Ciphers
60 B r it is h r iv e r
61 King -----62 A b b re v ia tio n on a
co rn e rsto n e

20
23
24
27

"L .A . Law" law yer
Chemical s u f f i x
F o o tb a ll h ig h lig h ts
A b b re v ia tio n on an
envelope
28
a L a tin from
Manhattan"
29 Pi nee-------30 " ...w e r e Paradise

31 P r e fix : h e ig h t
32 "Monopoly" square
(2 w d s .)
34 P rio r to
36 " . . .a g a in s t a
DOWN
crooked ------ "
1 D e te c tio n apparatus 38 C e rta in ocean
2 G o lfin g fe a t
(a b b r.)
39 German exclam ation
3 Body b u ild e r
Charles -----40 Ace o f th e p itc h in g
4 Sonny and Cher h i t
s ta ff
44 A lp in e sound
(4 w d s .)
5 Took e vasive a c tio n 45 Paul and D ell
46 " In d u s tr y ------ is a
6 Hoodoo
necessi t y "
7 What trenchermen
can do
47 Fish d ish
48
Hardy
hero in e
3 D .A .'s o b s ta c le
49 King o f th e road
9 Curse
10 ------ f a l l
50 R ig h ts o rg a n iz a tio n
11 Clockmaker Thomas
51 T o ls to y and
Durocher
12 Music h a lIs
54 P otato p a rt
13 Sun -----55 P a le o z o ic , e .g .
18 Change r a d ic a lly
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S O I YOUR BOOKS
We buy all books with current market value

T H E CO LLEG E STORE

May 13 - May 25, 1993
Monday - Thursday
8:30 AM - 7:30 PM
Friday
8:30 AM - 4:00 PM
May 22, Saturday
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM
( ID REQUIRED )
Books Are Cash - Guard Against Theft
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Gouri - Fuck you.
Look fo r 4 Walls Tues
day May IB th lll
The S is te rs o f Sigma
D elta Phi would like to c o r
dially address the clowns who
w rote us a n a s ty personal.
We have 5 words fo r you WE APE SIGMA - F— K YOUI
Oh yo u a re so wit t y . .

When yo u ’re th e b e s t
you don't have to prove a god
damn thin g - ju s t s it back,
live, love and laugh your ass off.
Plan C is in effect. A turning
point in MSC history is a t hand.
The weasels have themselves to
blame. Nothing will ever be the
same. Before you celebrate your
victory, wait for our checkmate.
No Kidding, the chief

Chrissy, I love you double.

Can't wait for the long, hot summer.

Bryson and Jobes - 1know you will
all be AlXcellentl I’m bery proud.
Love and S isterhood, Merkel,
“Alumni Advisor’
Pick L. - Fuck you.

Here’s a big, little number
fo rya -19471
Is t h a t y o u r shoe size or
IQ ?

To th e new b rothers o f
Delta Chi - C o n g ra tu la tio n s,
especially to my one and only
B illl
Love Melanie (Tri Sig)
B illy (D e lta Chi) I’m
glad
i t ’s fin a lly over. Wel
come back. I’ve missed you
so much. I love youl Love
Melanie (Tri Sig)

To My Big-Grog - Have
a g re a t summer (M r. P resi
dent) Thanks fo r being there
during pledging. Your lit t le
spanky
To Quick and Easy Thanks fo r a g re at year. You
guys really came through fo r
me. I love you guys. Sex K it
te n
Selng a sen. kitten, how
far did they cum?

J e ff Q. (TKE) We didn’t
need a golf course to go driv
ing, when I ride I don’t use a
saddle anyway, and we didn’t
need a band fo r the music to
play all night. You made S a t
urday n ig h t memorable. Love
always, Jana Leigh

To th e Epsilon Class
(AXP) Thanks fo r a helluva
year. See ya in the fall. # 6 4

SDT - We’d ra th e r n o t
be in f ir s t and have friends
than be in f i r s t and s ta n d
alone! The o th e r s o ro ritie s

Laura
C o n g ra tu la 
tio n s, woman, on Miss Theta
Kappa Chi 1993 - # 6 9

W ith

a

nam e

like

STD,

To th e M iz fitz - I know
we’ve had our ups and downs,
b u t th a n k s fo r being th e re .
AXP»#64

We//,

w ith

a

n u m b e r like

t h a t , how c o u ld y o u lo se?

yo u s h o u ld s ta n d alone.

To all the suites, thanks
fo r being so wonderful. I hope
we’re all to g e th e r next year.
Love Youl K athie
To
Carrie,

th e AIX
Rachel,

E-board:
Carm,

Thetas - Thanks fo r all
you love and support - espe
cially a t the formal. Proud to
be yo u r M iss Thetal Psycho

#72
Carl Z. - Fuck you.

To the men of theTheta For
mal - next time try to stay up a
little longer.
Jana - Thanks fo r being
a g re a t roomie. I love you
lo ts l We’ll always be s is te rs
-n- best friends. Love Kathie
Stop I can’t stand It.

Dawn and Vic - All I can
say is “ Thanks." JM
And wanna get to know
each other better?

A n n e tte - Enough w ith
yo u r Big m outh, everyone
knows who you arel Hard o f
H e a rin g
Get a hint, Annette?

DD - How many nails
did you break? VG
Chris and J ill» ;- How
does i t feel to be a horse? The
m o st
impressive
s tu n t
couple. M and M
Ross
Suck Rod.

is

S ecretary...

Sluggo (Long Lost Sena
to r ) Welcome Backl So glad
you’re in USI Love your Theta
Fan | L ost: Alabama h a t ...
Need i t bad... helpl I’m s t a r t 
ing to lose itl
To the 1993 Greek Week
champs - the dynasty is over and
it ’s ju s t beginning

To my lit t le C h ristin e
and grand Krissy - I love you
both so much and I am going
t o miss you lo ts l Thanx fo r
always being th e re fo r mel
I’m forever here fo r youl
Love Gina
Nelly (Theta) and A n
thony (D Chi) Thanks fo r the
free show a fte r th e form al.
Hey, how come no one
Invited

me?

Phil
(S e n a te )
Con
gratulation s Prez. I know you
can keep us on top. Love your
b r o th e rs
PZ 111 - Thanks fo r a
g re a t weekend. C hristine

NMEhlMNIiOOGICMimr
IHSEiraNDOiMMINNONIIM

•m k m m n m m w m n o K
mcNKKaHNorfliNOtm
•RfiMSSDCUMMIIAIGBnCHiaW

(moc/aown

• M OTM M tM OO ram /URM
_ TUCOUMBl

END OF THE SCHOOL
year rash
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» 1 ^ 4 201357253® ^

Brian and Joe (Tau Phi
B eta) We give an order. You
follow it. The way I t should
be. Thanx fo r g e ttin g th e
movie. Love th e 5 A 0 6 S uite
(your
superiors)
Around th e world and
o u t o f Clove in a day ... n o t
badl
Rob and Heather - Con
g ra tu la tio n s ! B e s t o f luck
always. Love B rady
Tim (D Chi) So w hat if
we did n ’t make i t to th e
champagne... I had a g re a t
tim e anywayl Laura

Pierro
(Theta
Xi)
They’re n o t peanuts. VJ

A ttn . Meatgazers meet
ing in fo u rth flo o r bathroom
to d a y. Trip to Chippendales
a fte rw a rd s .

Oh, God.
many of them.

And I ate so

Pull a little sausage for
me, please.

Toe Cheese - G et it, got
it, goodl Hal

M elissa
Welcome
homel You’re gonna love it l
Love S ta cy

Is th a t skim or whole?

Laurie,
Jenn,
and
Nicole, I love you guys. I’m
going to miss living with you.
You guys are the best. Crazy
suite m a te /R o o m a te
from

Don’t cry D elta Chi,
th e re ’s always IFC, Not1
Dawn (Z K 02) You are
so be a u tifu ll
B u t a sunset Is better.

hel l
Owen, I feel
playing fo o tb a llll

like

I’m

Too much T lght-E nd o r n o t
enough Wide K eclever6?

Laura (Phi Sigma Sigma)
Thanks for listening to me. Sorry I
did not go out with you guys. Next

Maria, I’m going to miss you
a lot. Good luck. Let’s have a great
summerl Kris

Lo.yc.
| «B aczöD na

Total Training

I29i

Boo-BooThe past year and a half was
like a trip to heaven. Now, the sun
Just doesn't shine as brightly as
before and even the birds don't
seem to sing the same love songs.
The gaping hole which now lies where
your love once was feels like it will
never heal. Sleepless night after
endless sleepless night passes by
but th e nightmare continues.
"Where is my best friend?' my heart
wonders. I know we had it all and
someday maybeyou'llfeel the same.
You'll always be my masterpiece.
Love forever and then some,
Pooh-Bear

KMB’iiueiiooaciiiflur
DOWMOWNiDfltEAl
IIZ7IIHfiflOnM
I O M f fl< B * W W B M > n N
‘• M A M
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time, I promisel Love Aloha
To all my RCB elates - It
was awesomel Thanks C hris
tin e
B ab ie d Gumming
f o r a ll th o s e un cle ar.

bim bos,

JM, VG, KH, DP, anel
KW - Oh, w hat a yearl
Too bad the orgasm wasn't
a s lo n g ..th e y e a r c o u ld fly.

Theta Kappa Chi - 3 rd
place Greek Week - Can’t
w ait to show our s tu ff next
year - Look out1
Chris,
JR,
Billy,
Mario, Frank and Teddy Congratulations! Now you can
finally speak to us when we
say hil Love Tanja and Laura
(Thetas, aka: Frank’s and
Tim's broads)
YP-I th in k I'm preg
nant, too bad it wasn't worth
itl
B e tte r s t a r t
pe nn ies, b u d d yl

s a v in ' y o u r

To th e 4 th flo o r RA
( F re e m a n ) ,
Thanx fo r being the
w o rs t PA in th e building.
Since you're never around
you'll never know who p u t
th is in.
B u t I do, and fo r th e rig h t
p ric e , I'll s p ill a n y th in g l

L ittle One (# 7 2 ) Con
g ra tu la tio n s on M iss ,Theta
and winning your f ir s t raffle
and fo r an excellent job done
in~.Room 4 2 4 . Love big one
# 6 &

J e ff M.

- “ Something
bad happened!" VG
Bun, d o n 't walk,
n e a re s t v e t. He can
a n y th in g .

t o th e
remove

To all my Tri Sigma Sis
te rs : I will miss you all so
much next year! I will d e fi
nitely keep in touch - you all
b e tte r w rite me! Tri Sigma
Love Always Gee
Kell-Bell, One o f these
days I'm a c tu a lly gonna le t
YOU te ll ME somethingl You
really need to learn how to
say "sh u t-u p " babyl While I
t r e a t my diarrhea o f th e
mouth, you need to work on
the guys of Freeman, all those
gorgeous guys, how can you
ju s t s it back and enjoy the
view? Take charge, woman,
and while you're a t it, get me
a few, to o l -the Production
E d ito r l
Maria and S c o tt - Did
you have fun in the bathroom
in room 4 2 5 ? Love Nelly
For

b e tte r

lu b ric a tio n ,

use soap.

Am y,
How much will i t c o s t
for a quickie?
Stu

•

original painting, looking a t i t al
most as enchanting as your soft
voice and sky blue eyes.
Wayne
Glenn-Oh
Glennifer,
w hat can I say? The M ont
clarion ju s t wouldn't be the
same w ith o u t youl The way
you're always on to p of
th in g s ...ooh aaah...you're hot
tip s tic k le me pink.
Pay and Stephan,
The action figure is in
the works, please open ac
co u n ts in Sw itzerland (the
drool fa c to r is perfected).
Squid

Sandi
Thanks so much for your

game...Livel
S till the best E ditorial
E d ito r.
Love, Chrissy
Oh
W o o d s to c k ?

Boy,

w here's

To Ghouri,
Your
unappreciated
reign has come to an end. The
M ontclarion
rejoicesll Re
joice, Rejoice, and be glad of
it. Hope unemployment finds
yo u .
Signed,
The Editorial S ta ff

th e

B u t seriously S tu -I'd
much rather hot and steamy
than cheap and quick!

To Doug-Happy b irth 
day, I'll always be there fo r
you. Love, M artha.

Keith-I'm
glad you're
not graduating yet, I'd miss
skinny dippin' in your bluegreen eyesl

S tu ,
I'd love to play flo o r
hockey with you but you need
to teach me how to puckl
Luv, Kelly

To Pick Leto,
You smell, you're s tu 
pid, and a waste of air.
May your
marijuana
reek, and be full o f seeds.

fr ie d

Have yo u eve r tr ie d
c a la m a ri ?

Bead
lin e s , S t u .

between

th e

Tanya-thanx
fo r th e
bouquet. I wish there was
some way to keep you here
next sem ester. N ot Ju st a t
th e M ontclarion, cause we'll
all miss youl Making up per
sonals won't be as fun with
o u t youl You b e tte r -come
around anyway, Pokeyl Glad
I got to know ya. hope to see
ya over th e summer!
Laura (Theta),
I wish you th e b e st in
the future. Gee, now th a t you
are graduating who am I go
ing to ta lk to about the web
when it gets too tangled?
I'll
m iss you.
Love, Trish (Phi Sig)
L o b s te r,
You h u rt me.
Biggs
M ontezum a-try and get
the volume control fixed th is
summer, oh and we enrolled
you in a speling clessl Ha Ha.
You're fa v o rite office-m atel
Ladies o f th e M ontc la n o n ,
You all make the paper
fun. Too cute!
Mac-Yoda

me,

Melissa, Don't smile a t
bitch 111

Bubbles-You
make
staying up all night seem
easyl We have to keep in touch
th is summer, life will be
boring w ith o u t youl I man
aged to say two more words
th a n usual to my fa vo rite
Irish e d ito rl Are you proud
of me? I ami -The one who
g o t us lo s t on th e way to
Willowbrookl
Kevin,

For you S tu, a nickel.

?

■

H ere'sto a summer o f peace,
o f love filled sex, o f th e accumula
tio n

o f m oney,

an d

a M ets

To Carl Zeitz,
You're also stu p id but
with b e tte r clothes.
Bugle Boy would be
ashamed.
B ig g s -J u s t remember,
I hold the power to fire you a t
will! And you know how I
thrive on powerl Watch your
step,
you
h e re ticlHam psteni- v■

Christina
To Ami.
What can I say? You are
my diner pa rtn e r, my diary
and my la te n ig h t female
bonder. Too bad Benedikkson
never noticed. You would have
had four dates in one night.
We will see each other over
summer, d o n't you fre t. I'll
Just hold a cheeseburger to
th e
wind
and
you'll
know...like you know a good
m elon..Christina's
calling.
Tanya,
Man,
those
flowers
were really nice. You are a
sweetheart. It bites th a t you
can't be here next semester.
I tru ly mean th a t. Your the
best Copy Editor, and one of
the fu n n ie st people around
here. Take care and keep hope.
MSC and the women a t the
M ontclarion are w aiting fo r
yo u .
M a i r,
I know g e ttin g a new
room ate sucks and slurps.
How
can
you
replace
philisophical
perfection
such as I? Don’t
worry
though, if the new ca t gets too
scratchy, ju s t sleep over my
pad..I GET THE WINDOWI
Love, C hristina

Helene,
I'll miss you. You em
body a tr u th
I've never
mastered..Yet. Here's .,to po
- >fc e try , tr u th , and no more
E xtra, E xtral Someone b u lls h it.
on the Executive Board of the
I love you. .Christina
SGA loves to give oral sexl
W hat a governmentalE m i,'
tr e a tl ( For those who pay
Glad to see you cleaned
th e ir fees.)
out your closet, (ha ha) Your
my friend so I'll excuse your
Rich, sorry I was so lack o f loyalty to The M ont
rude on the phone the other clarion. Are you ever going
night. The ride was ho^lf Let's to finish th e face cookie? I
do i t again:)
promise there will be o th 
ers. It's okay, i t wants to be
Gordon-you're a wizl eaten. Really. I talked to it.
B ut seriously, you should go
Love,
in to th e shrinking business!
C h ris tin a
Although your morals need a
little
work,
f ir s t l
Just
To th e th re e g irls in
kiddin1, you're "easy" friendl
Freeman I've lived w ith fo r

Joe-Hate to b u rst your
ego, but you're a real prick.
Why c a n 't you ju s t be like
you are o u t of school? From
someone who knows you well.
(ie -P o c o h o n ta s )
loon,

Feel like a d e fla te d
now? I would.

b a l

To Joe and Jay,
You'll have to come get
me in W ebster now. D on't
worry. No chance o f me tu rn 
ing lesbian.
To Kelly,
You are me female soul
mate. Man, who else would
like Puccini? You are a good
time a t three in the morning- no
one else could laugh a t all my
jokes..except maybe Ami. But she's
into dead cow with cheese. Have a
good summer and I'll think of you.
Take care.
Love,

th e p a s t tw o years. I'm
tem perm ental, moody, d is 
connected and weird. I know
th is . Please d o n 't ta ke my
leaving personally, if it was,
you know you'd know it. I'm
ju s t doin' my thing, you
know? J u s t because I d o n 't
s h it
with
you
anymore,
doesn't mean my friendship
will break. I'm n o t glass, I'm
f ir e .
I love you b u t I won't
say it.
Okay, Chuckie. This is
your personal. I love you.
You are th e b e s t S e cu rity
Guard, ever. You make me
feel happy. I'll v is it.

te ll you.
Ch r is t in a

To all those who attended
th e WMSC bash-You should
have joined us on our p il
grimages to the Mt.Hebron
cem etary. To everyone elseThanx fo r making th is year
the best th a t WMSC has ever
had.--The Balding Hebe.
Jen,
Tammy,
and
C heryl-S orry I have been
such a creep lately. Hope we
s ta y in touch. Thanx a lot,
love, Tanya.
ch e e se b u rg e r

ple a se ...?

Jay-your
illu s tra tio n s
are amazin'l Have a g re a t
summer, the production edi
torl
Chris,
pi zza?

feel

like

some

Neal-Come up and see
me again some tim e. Love,
Ke l l y .
foody-food!

Chrissy-You're bull is
raging, better tame him soon,
we can't take much morel
The Women.
W atch ou t, someone m ig h t
charge In w ith a red s c a r f while
y o u 're n o t lo o kin g l

S quid- You're lookin' a
little to o healthy...the flu.

Hooligan...leave
me
aloooone, damnlt, ' the cheesey
Amiehl 'Please?
Calle-I've missed your
sexy smile th is week, wish
there was something I could
do or say to bring you back to
life...lookin'
forw ard
to
roomin' to g e th e rl
Chris-Campus
Life
Woman, you'll get th e hang
of the computers one of these
days!
S orry
a b out your
Uncle, we missed you the last
couple o f weeksl Next se
m ester
we'll
have
to
rechallenge th e pool maste r s l—your production edi
torl
Congrats to KarenLee and
Kevin 5. and Katy McClure on
graduating from this hell holel You
better visit us in this dungeon oftenl-A m y F.
Christina,
I know it's been a long year. I
can't wait to have some time to
spend together. I love you very
much. Here's to the summer.
Kevin
Poet, poet, burning bright
burning bright
Let me stand next to your
’ light

My la s t personal,
Kev. The c o n te n t I feel
can't be matched with worefe
fo r you. J u s t know t h a t I'm
searching and someday I'll

Sleep with you all through
the night
Make you share your fancy
flight
I think ya might
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TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25 WORDS),
ALONG W ITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE
MONTCLARION TO: THE MONTCLARION 113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX,
M ONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, N J 07043, ATTN.
CLASSIFIEDS. D e M lm fo r Thursday t M m J ? t f a pm r
c h i l d

Loving, energetic non
smoking sitter needed For two
almost 3-year-old girls. R efer
ences, own transportation es
s e n tia l. M ondays 1 1 -9 p m ,
Wednesdays 3-9 pm, Thursdays
3-9pm . Must b e a v a ila b le a ll
times listed. 201 -7 43 -9 3 49 .
SUMMCR POSITION: for
student who enjoys children to
care for 4 1/2 yr. old In our
Upper M ontclair home. Satur
day s9am - 2pm , M onday 3:307:30, Tue & (Ued evenings 4pm 8pm, Fri 3-7 pm . Ref's required.
Call 783-3 90 8.
SUMMCR CHILD CflfiC
P a it-tlm e /fie xlb le hours. Re
sponsible, energetic, experi
enced fo r happy 2 yr.old in my
M ontclair hom e. Non-smoker
w ith references and own trans
portation. 783-3 01 4.

Do you love klds? Care for
our tw o tenfflc kids and stili take
some courses. G ood salary. Room
and b o ard In UJayne. Insured cor.
628-7207.

MOTHER'S HCLPCR NCCDCD
4-7 pm Mon-Frl. for smeut, easy
going, 11 yr.old boy. Must drive,
own car p referab le. Please leave
message on ta p e 744-8276.

CHILDCRRC-Studentto care
for 7 & 9 yr-old In MPLUID; 3 6pm , M-F. Must have car. Call
763-0944 a fte r 6pm .

Summer childcare/housekeeping help needed for three
children in Pocono Mountains, Pa.
Days free. Flexible schedule. Livein. Private room. Call WCCKCNDS
ONLVI 744-6549.
Babysitter: Pkk-up/baby sit
tw o children In M ontclair, Mon
day-Friday, 5 pm to 7 pm , start
ing June 1. Cali 7 46 -9 18 0 RSRP.

h e l p

ALASKASUMMCACMPLOVMCNT - fisheries. Cam $600+/
w eek In canneries or $ 4,000+ /
month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Boardl
O ver8 ,0 0 0 openings. No experi
ence necessary. M ale or Fem ale.
For employm ent program call 1 •
2 06-545-4155 ext.R 5096.

drug free, w e a re interested In
m eeting you. Please cysply In
personM onday-Friday betw een
10:00am - 3 :00pm . Bring 2 forms
o f ID . Interviewing only a t: PROFCSSIONALSCCURITV BURCRU, 43
River R oad, Nutley, NJ, 201 -6610 25 5.

available a ta less« ratei 471 -

TUTOR UIRNTCD • Two eve
nings p er w eek for 3rd grade
girl. Located in M ontclair. Duties
Include helping w ith homework.
Interested parties please call
7 46-5686.

ROOMMRTC UJRNTCDFem ale w an ted to share tw obedroom B ellville A pt. 275 a
month. A vailable 5 /1 5 « 6/1
Ten minutes from school. Call
201-751-7677.

KCLP UIRNTCD • full tim e
$10 p e r hour.- Ule need (12)
p eo p le who a re courteous and
w e ll spoken to work as custom«1
relatio n s representatives (no
experience n e e d e d ) fle x ib le
hours-call Ken or Dan for Rpt. a t
8 39-4700.

Situation W anted: Cer
tify Nursing Assistance an d
home health a id to care for
elderly live In or out. Call 201 279-0837.

1518.

w

a n 1 c l

M C AT
D R . B L A N K 'S R E V I E W

a v a i l a b l e

♦ 14 Sessions, taught by Or. Blank
♦ PERSONAL, CMUNG ATTENTION

OFFKC WORK €RRN 10.00
to 15.00 p er HR. Heavy phone
work could q u ality for Continu
ing education credit. Don't miss
this o n e. C all 2 0 1 -8 0 8 -6 6 9 6
(M aryann).
SCCURITV - U.S. OPCN O O IF
TOURNAMCNT. Temporary secu
rity personnelare needed to staff
prestigious g o lf tournam ent.
Transportation w ill be supplied
from Nutley corporate headquarters to site. Possibility of perm a
nent em ploym ent, if you have a
verifia b le background and are

♦Highest teacher Quality
♦ 17 Years MCAT/DAT exportante

RCNT - Avoli 7/1/93 - Large
and sunny, furnished room on
3rd floor w/kltchenette and pri
v a te b a th ro o m . In U p p e r
M ontclair, convenient to trans
p ortation. No overnight guests.
$300 p er month, le a v e message
746-0316.

» interview Counsaiirtg/Advico
♦ 90% SUCCESS RATE!

EARLY iURD DISCOUNT

201 - 966 - 9054

DAT / OAT

RTTN: 1993 G rad u ates!
G e t the edge on to d ay’s com
p etitive jo b m arket! Video re
sumes $ 1 9 .9 5 includes card
board m ailer. Copies a re also

Looks like a
Vivarin night.
It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all w eek. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
sem esters worth of Philosophy into
one take-hom e exam, in one night.
But how do you stay aw ake w hen
you're totally w iped? Revive
w ith Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and m entally alert for hours.
So w hen you have pen in
hand, b ut sleep on the brain,
m ake it a Vivarin night!

for fait pickup-safe as coffee

Revive with VIVARIN
Use only ss directed. Contains csfMns equivalent to 2 cups of coffee.
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DiLaurenzio defies the odds on the field
Red Hawk infielder hasn't let physical obstacles stand in his way in athletics
by Michael Frasco
Success stories always seem
to capture people's hearts for one
reason or another. Perhaps it's be
cause we're always seeking inspi
ration or motivation to face the
tough challenges life often pre
sents us with. Whatever the rea
son, special individuals with spe
cial qualities who excel in life are
admired and envied by all.
Succeeding is what Rob
DiLaurenzio, an infielder for the
MSC baseball team, is all about.
The junior from Hazlet is one of
those players who is willing to
sacrifice everything to get his team
a victory.
During the course of this sea
son, DiLaurenzio, a leadoff hitter
with significant versatility, could
be seen playing three different in
field positions, stealing crucial
bases and even barreling over the
opposition's catcher. Anything it
takes for victory.
"I’m a hard worker. I have a
lot of desire, but'I don't ask for
anything in return," DiLaurenzio
said.
Hard work has paid off for
the 5'8", 175-pounder and his spe
cial ability has helped MSC to an
im pressive 28-9 record, with
equally impressive numbers to
back up his play.
DiLaurenzio is currently bat
ting .362 and is near the top of the
NJAC in hits (50) and on-base
percentage (.491 %).
These lofty numbers, along
with his strong leadership skills
drew praise from head coach Norm
•Schoenig.

"Rob is outstanding. He is
our most versatile player and has
excellent discipline as a leadoff
liitter. He's somebody we have to
haveinourline-up," said Schoenig.
Schoenig should be very
thankful to have such a talented
player in more ways than one.

DiLaurenzio, a junior, has been a
part ofMSC's success this season.
After all, DiLaurenzio walked on
to the team as a freshman back in
1989 and midway through the sea
son became the team's starting sec
ond baseman.
"I always wanted to play
college baseball," said a humble
DiLaurenzio.
MSC Sports Information
D irector A1 Langer assessed
DiLaurenzio’s case in a different
perspective. He said, "For a walkon to play for MSC and start mid

way through his freshman year is
remarkable."
The 23-year-old Business
Administration major has worked
his way to the top of his game
through sheer desire, hard work
and believing in himself.
Some people might say he's a
rem arkable success
story and an inspira
tion to others, and for
all the praise and ac
complishments he has
achieved as a player,
DiLaurenzio's story is
truly one that runs
deeper and closer to the
heart.
c
a>
Possibly, none
of his success could
have been realized if it
hadn't been for a bi
zarre skiing accident
that DiLaurenzio got
into in Verm ont in
1989. While skiing on
the rough slopes,
DiLaurenzio fell and
vital
suffered what turned
out to be a ruptured kid
ney , but X-rays had re
vealed that, in fact, he had just one
functioning kidney.
"I was bom with two kid
neys, one functioned," said
DiLaurenzio.
"I ruptured the functioning
kidney and the other kidney was
removed," he added.
DiLaurenzio explained that
he always felt fine before the acci
dent and he does now. He never
had any previous complications re
lated to his kidneys and never had

MSC baseball can get the
job done, but will it?
by Brian Falzarano
*

y
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'

•r • .

They say pitching is90 per
cent o f baseball.
Until recently, the MSC
baseball team has been winning
without such a large percentage
from its pitching staff.
Enter Todd Sak and John
Carlon. All right, they're not
Roger Clemens and Frank Viola.
But on Saturday and Sunday, re
spectively, both turned in superb
efforts in stopping Rowan and
William Patersoa Also, Drew
Yocum threw well on Friday in
the NJAC opening-round game
against Rowan.
But there’s a catch. Frank
Dippold has been used way too
often. A closer is supposed to
pitch tlirec innings, tops. How
ever, Dippold threw six innings
Friday and pitched the first five
innings against William Paterson.
At this pace, Dippold will be

burned out, and may not help the
Red Hawks at all in the NCAA
tournament.
It’s a good thing Sak and
Carlon pitched as well as they did,
or things would be a lot worse.
Despite the lack of balance
on their pitching staff, the Red
Hawks managed to win three
games in the NJAC tournament.
In their 14-9 comeback win
over Rowan, they showed the heart
they have exhibited all season. By
scoring 10 runs in the seventh, the
omnipresent bats of Joe Critelli
and Jason Scavalla awakened the
MSC offense.
The most important win of
the three came against William
Paterson. MSC walloped the Pio
neers, 9-1. Although the Red
Hawks lost to William Paterson
on M onday in the doubleelimininati on tournament's cham
pionship game, the win gives MSC

a world o f confidence. Afterlos
ing to WPC nine straight times,
MSC knows that it can overcome
one o f its biggest NCAA ob
stacles.
For them to do it again, the
Red Hawks will needa well-rested
pitchingstaff. Dippold cannot be
overused or the MSC bullpen is
down to one reliable arm, Chris
Rampone.
So, the questions remain.
Will WPC be overconfident after
Monday’s win? Will the Red
Hawks beat WPC again? These
questions will surely be answered
in the Mid-Atlantic Regionals in
Pennsylvania next week.
But who will win? One can
only ponder. Call it a toss-up, but
MSC can beat WPC again. How
ever, if they meet again William
Paterson will win. Take experi
ence in big games over youthful
talent every time.

X-rays taken, therefore doctors
were never aware of his condition.
As a result, if it weren't for
the accident and the problem being
detected at an early age,
DiLaurenzio may have run into
serious health problems later in
life.
Joanna DiLaurenzio, Rob's
mother, was as surprised as any
one when she was notified of her
son's condition.
"I was shocked," she said.
"He had played football all along,
but if I had known about this, I
would have sat him out of all
sports."
According to Rob, it wasn’t
until the DiLaurenzios received
several medical opinions which
permitted Rob to play most sports,
that Mrs. DiLaurenzio began to
support her son to play them again.
He said, "I saw at least six doctors.
A few advised me not to play, but
some said I could play. Once my
mom heard from other people, she
supported me."
DiLaurenzio's operating sur
geon could not be reached. How
ever, MSC's orthopedic consultant
and team physician, Dr. Vincent
Mclnemey provided some medi
cal insight on the matter.
"With any impaired organ
we don’t let that person play a
contact sport. He's borderline on
that. We let him play, but with
some trepidation," said Mclnemey.
Dr. M clnemey explained
that a player in this situation must
wear some added protection to cut
down the risk o f an injury.
DiLaurenzio does wear a flap jacket

that protects the vulnerable area.
Mclnemey also said that in sports
which the athlete is prone to more
contact such as basketball, foot
ball orlacrosse, he does not recom
mend participation.
"We have to be very careful
of these types of situations, but it
doesn't mean the athlete can't play,
he added.
DiLaurenzio, who has two
brothers and one sister, said that
the entire ordeal hasn't affected
him physically or psychologically
and that he never had any thoughts
of not playing baseball.
"I'm taking my own risk
playing a sport. I'm just glad I'm
healthy," he said.
Mrs. DiLaurenzio said she
and her husband both support her
son playing baseball, although they
are concerned. "We can't tie him
down. We let him do what he wants
and support him like we do all of
our kids," she said.
"We're nervous, though. I
won't lie," she added.
DiLaurenzio doesn't need
any special medical attention as a
result of his condition. He gets his
normal physical evaluation every
year and nothing else.
Clearly, DiLaurenzio has
overcome much adversity to reach
high levels of success on and off
the field. He describes himself as
a "normal guy" who does what he
has to and doesn't seek much in
return.
His success story is inspir
ing and touching and speaks for
itself. DiLaurenzio wouldn't want
it any other way.

In the bleachers...

Peanut vendor tryouts
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ENLIGHTENMENT
FREE

IN N E W J E R S E Y ?

MEDITATION

WORKSHOPS

Experience happiness, mental clarity, and enlightened states of mind.
M o n d ay
M ay 17

7:3 0P M - 9:00P M

F rid a y
M ay 14

7:3 0P M - 9:00P M

S a tu rd a y
11:00A M -12:30P M
M ay 8 , 1 5 & 22
T h e U n ita ria n C h u rc h , 67 C h u rc h S tre e t, M o n tc la ir, N ew Jers ey

(Workshops are specifically designed for those 18 to 29)
For additional information please call: (609) 722-8343

MODELS NEEDED (
FOR FASHION AND GLAMOUR
PHOTOGRAPHY
• N O E X P E R IE N C E N E C E S S A R Y
• LO OK YO UR BEST
• GET A FREE CO PY O F EVERY PHOTO
C A LL AND LEAVE M ESSA G E
[2 0 1 ] 942-1 1 7 9
M A K E-U P CONSULTANTS ALSO NEEDED

LSAT■

GMATGRE

Take a FREE diagnostic LSAT,
GMAT,GRE, or MCAT ...
a n d Rom pete fo r a $ 2 0 0 0 g ra d u a te
seh o la rsh ip .
A Great Offer...
Find out how you’ll score on the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE, or MCAT with no obligation. These free
diagnostic tests are full-length exams, and you
will receive a computer-generated score report
of your performance on the spot. Students
who take free diagnostic tests at specially
designated administrations (April 24 and June
19) will also be eligible for the American
Community Service Competition. Sponsored
by A m erican E x p re ss, the A m erican
Community Service Competition will award
ten students $2000scholarships to the graduate
school of their choice. Call today to sign up!

...from the company offering
the best test prep:
The Princeton Review offers the most personal
and effective preparation for the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE, and MCAT. With small classes (8-12
students) grouped by ability, and thoroughly
trained instructors, The Princeton Review will
help you maximize your score. We offer the
m ost u p -to -d ate m ate ria l, and no one
understands these tests better than The
Princeton Review. Don't let these tests stand
between you and graduate school; call us today
for information.

To find out more about
our courses or register
for a free test, call today:

THE
)N
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

SE

l

8 0 0 / 8 7 6 -3 1 0 7
Classes are held near you

- -

call today!

The Priiueton Review
: ,ü'r-
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A VIEW
FROM THE
PRESSBOX
by Keith A. Idee

The glory days of boxing seem
long gone; will they ever return?
Championship prize fights
that actually lived up to billing are
now a distant memory. The num
ber of quality fights that are etched
in the minds of boxing fans seems
to be a non-growing collection.
Why, you ask? Because the
politics of boxing today have vir
tually ruined the sport. People
don't want to wait years before
they see the best two fighters step
into the ring against each other.
Patience is a virtue, but the
state of boxing is bordering the
ridiculous.
Promoters like DonKing and
BobArum continue to struggle for
supremecy and in the process try to
manipulate the public into think
ing that they are presenting the

best boxing matches known to man.
Enough is enough already.
This past weekend many people
paid $34.95 to watch three fights
that were mediocre at best. The
best fight of the night, between
Julio Cesar Chavez and Terrence
Ali would hardly be considered a
classic. Yet, King billed the card
as a great night of entertainment.
Granted, Chavez and Lennox
Lewis are two of the top fighters in
the sport, but fought typically over
matched opponents.
What was entertaining about
watching 34-year-old Tony "TNT"
Tucker get pounded by Lewis for
12rounds? In fact, Lewis turned in
a lackluster performance and still
easily handled Tucker.

Surely Tucker didn't mind,
because he still walked away with
slightly over $1 million. If anyone
rushes to Tucker's defense over his
lack of effort, look at the tape of the
fight.
How does winner-takvall
sound? It's not realistic to expect
someone to receive no money if he
loses a fight, but percentages of
purses to winners and losers is an
intriguing concept.
It has to get worse before it
gets better. You need to look no
further than this Saturday night's
fight on HBO between Heavy
weight Champion Riddick Bowe
and Jesse Ferguson to back the
previous statement.
The champion is going way

It’s been one hell of a ride
Beat columnist bids farewell to MSC track team
On May 20 the most re
nowned bar in America will serve
its' last beer to an overweight, outof-work accountant named Norm
Petersen. Cheers, with its' cast of
unforgettable characters, will de
part from the airwaves leaving
millions of Americans in search of
a new security blanket.

Track Talk
by
M ark A la n B elnay
1will beinfrontoftheTV .as
will nearly everyone else in this
country, bidding a fond farewell to
my favorite bar. It seems funny
that the day after I say goodbye to
Sam, Norm and the walking
1abotomy known as Cliff, I will say
goodbye to MSC forever.
In what will be my final ar
ticle for The Montclarion I would
like to take the opportunity to strike
off on a slightly different path than
the usual one I follow when I sit
down and type my weekly summa
tion of the track team and whatever
records they saw fit to eradicate.
So for the final time I would like to
lead you on a trip that may cause a
few of you ito stop and question
whether or not you are really read

ing the sports section. Here we go!
First I would like to say a
few things about those members of
the track and field team that don’t
usually get the headlines, but are
nonetheless out there busting their
proverbial asses each and every
day in practice.
To Lew Wright I would like
to say only two things. To begin
with, Lew had been helpful ever
since I have begun following the
team .affording me the insight and
the expertise to write my articles.
To D ew ayne S tevens,
Wayne Dennis, Sharon Lindo and
Shantay Brame, I would like to say
that it has been one of my fondest
pleasures writing about the perfor
mances you have turned in since I
have been covering the team. Per
haps the funniest thing that I have
seen happen regarding this team is
something that occured just last
weekend.
One of the team’s hottest run
ners, Neal Ruiz, seemed to forget
what time the bus left and was left
chasing a New Jersey Transit bus
instead of taking home another first
place finish.
The last person I would like
to mention is head Coach John
Blanton. Since the day I was as
signed the track and field team as
my weekly article, he has been my
reservoir of information concern
ing the team's successes and fail

ures. It has been an advantage
working with someone who actu
ally told it how it was, instead of
candy-coating everything that
occured.
lean think of numerous times
when your humble narrator and
Blanton spent hours on the phone
discussing the past weekends' per
formances and what the expecta
tions were forthe upcoming weeks.
Sometimes words don't allow you
to say everything you want to, but
it has been one hell of a ride to
work with these guys.
I look back on something
that Blanton pointed out to me
regarding talent and stardom. He
said that whether the level of talent
is beyond reproach or is in need of
serious tutelage, it is the level of
desire that the athlete holds within
that marks a true champion.
Well, the trip's over and we
only lost one passenger along the
way. I think Neal missed the bus
again. So in closing, I'd like to say
that its been one hell of a ride and
that each and every one of the
athletes and coaches that I've
worked with have been as integral
to these articles as my typewriter
has been.
I ’ll join you all on May 20th
one last time before graduation as
we all turn to the nearest window
and shout "Norm!"ia unison as the
screen fades to black one final time.

beyond the call of duty in taking on
all comers with this fight. Ferguson
is basically the one-hit wonder of
boxing. He defeated Mr. Over
rated, Ray Mercer, which was not
a major accomplishment. Now he
gets a shot at the title. What gives?
Either Ferguson is better than
everyone thinks, or Rock Newman
and Bowe are avoiding a fight with
Lewis for as long as possible. Let's
face it, wins over Ferguson and
Michael Dokes do not make up a
glorious reign as champion for
Bowe.
And what's even more be
wildering is that Bowe has yet to
step into the ring with Lewis. Af
ter the Tucker fight opinions
quickly changed on Lewis. From
what this writer saw, if Lewis fights
the way he did on Saturday night,
Bowe would own him.
Bowe probably does want to
fight Lewis. But he won't say so.
It's all about politics. Promoters
nor managers want to give in to
one another, so the mediocre "Rip
You O ff' (pay-per-view) shows
still exist.
The fans of the sport need to
speak out. Don't pay for over
priced sparring matches, whether
it's at the gate or on television. Hit
the promoters where it hurts, in the
pocketbook.
There are other options for
your entertainment dollars. With
out cooperation from the paying
customers, promoters could be
forced to produce good boxing
cards once again. If he loses enough
money, "only in America" could
take on a whole new meaning for
Don King.

Calling the shots
The credibility that the New
Jersey Nets have attained over the
last year could all be for naught
real soon. They got one of the top
coaches in the league and showed
promise this season before they
were sabotaged by injuries. Now
it seems that the organization is
goint to take several steps back
wards. Drazen Petrovic is threat
ening to bolt to Europe and the
Nets aren't exactly coercing him to
stay. This all may be part of Petro
and his agent's plan to get more
money from the Nets. However, if
he does leave, Willis Reed and
Chuck Daly may have a trick up
their sleeves. Joe Dumars is an
unrestricted free agent beginning
this summer and don't be surprised
if the Nets sign him if they lose
Petro. That would be a blessing in
disquise. Why? Dumars is better.
The Chris Dudley contract situa
tion must also be resolved or the
Nets' center rotation could get ugly.
If they are healthy and if everyone
comes back, the Nets could make
plenty of noise next season. You
should never count on ifs, but some
times it's unavoidable.....Since this
is the last edition for the spring
semester, here are some things to
expect over the summer. The
Knicks will win the NBA Champi
onship over the Phoenix Suns, as
predicted in this column in No
vember. The Yankees will be bat
tling for first place come Septem
ber. The Mets will not.... Well,
have a great summer and we'll chat
again in September.

For all of the up-to-date
information regarding MSC

Sports Hotline: (201) 895-7645

Baseball. from page 24
into the sixth. He then turned the
ball over to Dippold. But Dippold
was kept in the game too long as he
pitched the final six innings. He
was tagged with the loss.
DiLaurenzio gave MSC a 21 lead in the eighth with solo home
run, his second of the year. But
Rowan's Anthony Bartolomeo
singled home the tying run to force
the additional innings.
RED HAWK N O T E S .*'
Freshmen Carlon, Costello (2) and
Sak have accounted for all four of
M SCs complete games...Yezza
leads the team in hitting (.387),
hits(53) anddoubles(15)...Pallino

leads the team in nearly every other
offensive category. He currently
leads in home runs (10), RBI (50),
sluggingpercentage(.649)and to
tal bases (96). He also is near tops
in hits (52) and runs (41)...MSC
will receive word this week on its
seeding in the NCAA Division III
National baseball tournament.
They'll be in the Mid-Atlantic re
gion and will begin play on Thurs
day, May 20 at a sight to be
determined...MSC is hitting .321,
while opponents are hitting only
.260...WhyisMSCcurrently sport
ing a 28-9 record? They average
9.1 runs per game. Enough said.

THE
ONTCLARION

Red Hawk baseball
player's inspira
tional story......... 21
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Vinges fires WPC past Red
Hawks for NJAC tourney title
by Brian Falzarano
As Brian Sasso stepped to
the plate for MSC, the tension
mounted, pulses accelerated. Bat
ting with two outs and the bases
loaded in the last inning can do that
to an individual.
But in an ending straight out
of Casey At the Bat, Sasso struck
out on three pitches from William
PatersonrelieverScottFarber. The
strike out gave WPC a 5-2 win and
its’ third straight NJAC Tourna
ment Championship.

B a s e b a ll
What was remarkable was
that MSC (28-9) bounced back the
way it did in the ninth inning. Down
5-0 against Tim Vinges (2-1), who
owned them for the first eight in
nings, the Red Hawks seemed to be
dead in the gutter.
One can never count the Red
Hawks out, though. Tony Martinez,
who like many of his teammates
was stymied by Vinges, drew a
lead-off walk. Joe Critelli then hit
a scorcher to third, which was
booted. This gave MSC runners on
first and third.
After John Pallino poked a
sacri fice fly to reduce the deficit to
5-1, Ralph Yezza doubled and Ja

son Scavalla reached base, leaving
the bases loaded. Out went Vinges
and in came Father, one of the top
relievers in the NJAC.
Pinch-hitter Dan Massaro
didn’t believe the hype. Massaro, a
freshman, responded with a single
to score Critelli to bring the Red
Hawks within three runs (5-2).
That's when things ended with
Sasso's strike out.
Maybe that was hard to be
lieve, considering MSC ended the
Pioneer hex the day before. Todd
Sak was masterful, hurling a fourhit complete game as MSC stopped
the Pioneers, 9-1.
Sak was in total command of
the game from beginning to end
and threw only 100 pitches. "He
was outstanding. He really mixed
his pitches well that day," said head
coach Norm Schoenig of Sak.
Offense became a team ac
tivity in the romp. RobDiLaurenzio
and Martinez, the first two hitters
in the MSC lineup, each contrib
uted three RBI. Critelli went 2 for
5 with an RBI. He also made three
outstanding catches in the ninth
inning, two of them on acrobatic
dives.
Shawn Kelly took the loss
for WPC, who received two dou bles
from catcher Brian Detwiler.
MSC got the opportunity to
beat WPC as a result of one of its'

most outstanding offensive explo
sions o f the year. A 10-ran seventh
inning, in which Critelli pounded a
bases-clearing double, led the Red
Hawks to a 14-9 victory over
Rowan. With the win, MSC ousted
the Profs from the double-elimina
tion tournament:
Rowan came out of the gates
like Secretariat, jumping all over
T.J. Costello, Sak, Dippold and
Chris Rampone for nine runs.
Costello, at least had an ex
cuse. After getting hit in the head
in batting practice on Friday, he
suffered a concussion and was not
within his senses on the mound.
"The competitiveness o f the
game got to him," said Schoenig.
However, MSC battled back
from a left hook to knock out the
Profs with an uppercut. Besides
Critelli's contribution, Scavalla
banged a two-run homer in the
seventh.
"T hat w as a key h it,"
Schoenig said of Scavalla's blast.
"He had an excellent day," the sixthyear coach added of Scavalla's 2
for 5, 4 RBI performance.
Rampone (5-0) threw the fi
nal four innings to pick up the
victory.
Prior to the Rowan win, John
Carlon presented the Red Hawks
with a sorely needed performance,
tossing a four-hitter in going the

The Red Hawks will rely heavily on the left arm o f junior
Drew Yocum (6-0, 2.59 ERA) in the NCAA playoffs next week.
distance to defeat rival Trenton
State, 3-0. MSC spoiled TSC's
time by eliminating the Lions from
the tournament.
"John did a great job. He
pitched extremely well and very
aggressively," said Schoenig of
Carlon (3-0), who lowered his
ERA to 4.80.
Critelli provided all of the
support that MSC needed with an
RBI single in the first inning.
Mike Micucci added two RBI

singles in the sixth and eighth in
nings.
The Trenton win was im
pressive considering the state of
the Red Hawks after Friday's tour
nament opener against Rowan.
Neil Johnson singled home a run in
the 13th inning to lead the Profs to
a 3-2 win over MSC.
Drew Yocum started for the
Red Hawks and took a no-hitter
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continued on page 23

MSC's quest to return to Division III World Series begins
4

After being ousted from NJAC tourney, Red Hawks seek glory in NCAA's
by Keith A. Idee
The long journey towards the
Division III College World Series
begins this morning at 10 a.m. for
the MSC softball team.
That's when the Red Hawks
(28-8), who received the second
seed in the NCAA tournament's
Mid-Atlantic Regionals, will take

S o ftb a ll
on third-seeded William Paterson
(24-13) at R ow an C ollege in
Glassboro.
MSC, who finished third
overall in the nation after last
season's Division III College World
Scries, is certainly familiar with its'
loc. After sweeping the Pioneers in
a double-header two weeks ago,
the Red Hawks were upended by
WPC, 8-6, in the NJAC tourna
ment this past weekend.

Newport College of Vir
ginia (29-6).
There are 24 teams
that are split up into six re
gions w ith four team s
apiece. The winner of each
region proceeds to the
<o World Series. The finals
CL
will be held at the Borgo
W am er Sports Complex
near Millikin University in
(0
Decatur, Illinois beginning
E
k.
on Thursday, May 20.
£
_c
The Red Hawks enter
»
■E die NCAA's on a down note
8.
CO after a disappointing show
ing in the NJAC tournament.
Second baseman Jen Flinn will help
Trenton State easily
carry MSC in the NCAA tournament
won the tournament and
Now MSC will be looking to defeated MSC, 4-0, in the firstreturn the favor against its' NJAC round game last Friday. Since this
rival in the double-elimination tour tournament was also double-elimi
nament. To return to the World nation, the Red Hawks were still
Series, MSC will have to win its alive. MSC went on to defeat
region that also includes first- Rowan, 3-0, on Saturday but was
seeded Rowan College (31-11) bumped from the tournament by
and fourth-seeded C hristopher William Paterson. The win over

Rowan boosted MSC’s confi
dence because the Profs had swept
a double-header from the Red
Hawks on April 13.
The confidence should
come in handy because Rowan is
one of the roadblocks in MSC's
path to the World Series.
MSC, ranked No. 7 nation
ally in the Division III coaches
poll, has a good chance to pull off
some post-season magic. With
the two-pitcher rotation of Denise
Wamock and Michelle Serio, a
solid defense and a potent offen
sive attack led by K risti
Kuchinski, Kim Drager and Jen
nifer Flinn, the Red Hawks are
sure to make some noise in the
tournament.
Predictions often don't hold
much water, but this team is cer
tainly talented and deep enough
to win the entire tournament. Of
course, it's going to be a long and
bumpy road to the title land. Some
favorable bounces and luck will

also be required to reach these lofty *
heights. Only time will tell, but ,
these next two weeks should be
showered with succes for MSC.
RED HA W K N O TE S... '
Kuchinski, was named the co- ,
Player of the Year in the College
<■
Division by the New Jersey Inter
collegiate Spring Coaches and y
Sports Media Association, along ,
with Trenton State catcher Marie
C u rran ...K u ch in sk i was also
named to the All-NJAC's A Divi- 1
sion first team, as were teamm ates *
Flinn, Shannon M alone and Keri
O 'M eara-.W arnock was named
R ookie o f the Y ear by the
NJAC...MSC's 28 wins are already ► i
the most by an Anita Kubicka- ,
coached team in herthree-yearstint
as head coach:..The team is hitting * |
at an outstanding overall clip of <
.369, while opponents are only hit- , ■
ting a mere .257 o ff of MSC
pitching...MSC finished the sea
son with a 12-2 mark at its' own * Quarry Fields.
,

